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Hi everyone, I have been posting heavily in religion threads. I am going to archive those posts
here, but also this is an active thread and you may post your views in it. It is not in support of
organized religion. Organized religion is the creation of the very antichrist folks, you religionist so
abhor, and you are USED for the purpose of keeping war for dominance going on this planet. You
are made to keep people divided so they cannot effectively do anything against the dark minds of
this world.
You go to church, if you are christian each Sunday and what do you do there? YOu give your
support over to the antichrist. I will now being archiving some of my posts from other threads.
Thankyou. As I said you are free to comment here, but I will also exercise my authority as a paid
member to remove trash from the thread. You ones must become Godlike, if you wish to serve the
problems in this world and you are here to do exactly that and grown that mind which is YOUR
SOUL. Nobody that came to serve God, any of the avatars that have come, have created religions
in their name.
Every single one has taught that God in Within YOU, and still you go giving your efforts over to
others.
The commentary I would like to see in this thread by others, is that which points out why and how
religion is used in a negative manner. the religion of Jesus was his personal relationship with God
the UNIVERSAL FATHER, the CREATOR of the entire creation which is HUGE. We are but one
tiny little planet. Advancing planets throw away religion and come to know the Father WITHIN
THEM.
The supreme being is not God the Father, it is all of YOU together which is not just on this planet,
but the whole of the creation.
I would like those who are more aware post what religion could be doing and where it is failing. I
have enough of that already all over this place and I will move it here.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 2/21/2011 11:13 AM
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-------------------------------------Love is the highest motivation which man may utilize in his universe ascent-Urantia Book

Fresh Revelation for this age found in The Urantia Book, The Phoenix Journals, The Course in
Miracles (the 365 lessons, NOT the URTEXT which is FULL of BLING and otherwise google
Candace Frieze. Also visit [link to www.wisdomoftherays.com] , Dolores Cannon, and
Conversations with God, in which the main God giving the material is Buddha.
We must build a new SANE world, ONE THAT DOES NOT USE MONEY, for the reason money is
the root of all evil, is that it Enslaves the SOUL. Be about watching Aaron Russo's From Freedom
to Fascism.
Seeking Visionaries,who can and will create the many messianic missions needed to heal Earth
and her peoples, and bring balance. Seeking those who Know their truth, ( as they listen to Their
Father Fragment) and will strive earnestly to stand in that truth 100% of the time, making every
moment of everyday, a Holy Event. TWO OR MORE IN MY NAME. There is no special Day for
God. Forget your Sabbath Days. Every Day is the Lord's Day.
--------------------------------------------------Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 1106510
United States
2/21/2011 11:20 AM

I never said she was not worth salvation.
Maybe one day Jesus WILL save her.
She thinks very strongly that she does NOT NEED to be saved.
So yes in my non-authoritative opinion she is not worth my time, or trying.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1xxxxxxxxx quote from somebody who is judging another, and that
other one, I find very full of GOD, but who has after a period of experiencing in the christian
religion, found a lot of hypocrisy, and now rightfully does her own thing, has her own knowledge
and cooperation with the Higher one within, but is called Evil and of Satan in some thread.
******************
.
Well if YOU didn't who did, because your user number is on the post! Ok, lets play words, I do see
you said Trying to save, meaning yourself. You can't save her, nobody saves anybody which
several of us keep trying to teach you. The saving, meaning deciding on eternal life is completely
between the person and God. NOBODY ELSE. ITS actually NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS if she is
saved or not, and how do you KNOW SHE is NOT!!!! Because she has rejected a religion she
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once loved, because of the hypocrisy in it? Your religion is YOUR PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP
with GOD. It cannot be a corporate animal, and religion is a corporate money raising scheme, in
all cases, made to mind control people. You may help people who are down, you have nothing to
do with their salvation. You are busy trying to save somebody already saved!!!!!
Jesus said go speak the good news about salvation. He did not create this stupid religion, the
satanic ones did.
you ones do not understand salvation and because you do not understand salvation, you ones do
others and this whole world great harm. SANDI PROBABLY GOT SAVED ABOUT 1 MILLION
YEARS AGO FOR ALL I KNOW. SHE IS AN AWFULLY ADVANCED EXPERIENCED SOUL
WHO IS GIFTING THIS PLANET AND SHOWING PEOPLE THE WAY BY RISING OUT OF A
TREMENDOUSLY DIFFICULT PAST. SHE KNOWS WHAT GOD IS. AND IT"S awfully obvious
you didn't either read, or did not understand the rest of my commentary. She has LONG BEEN
SAVED! AGAIN. Long before this life.
DO YOU ALL REALIZE I AM A VERY OLD SOUL WHO ALSO GOT "SAVED" A VERY LONG
TIME AGO. PROBABLY AT LEAST 1 MILLION EARTH YEARS. MAYBE MORE. I HAVE
GRADUATED THE "HIGHEST HEAVEN" CALLED PARADISE. THE ONLY REASON I EVEN
MENTION THAT IS FOR TEACHING ABOUT HOW GOD, SALVATION AND HEAVEN WORKS.
CHRISTIANS HAVE SPENT A GREAT DEAL OF TIME CONDEMNING SOME OF GOD'S
GREATEST TEACHERS AND HEALERS INCARNATE ON THIS DARK, CONFUSED WORLD.
THE FOLKS OF 2000 YEARS AGO, HUNG THEIR CREATOR SON ON A CROSS FOR GOD'S
SAKE. THAT SAYS SOMETHING AND HE IS RETURNED AND THEY CONTINUE TO
FIGURATIVELY HANG HIM ON THE CROSS STILL AGAIN. AND SOME OF THE ONES DOING
THE MOST HANGING PROFESS TO BE CHRISTIANS!
NOW I WILL FIRMLY CONTINUE TO SUGGEST READING THE URANTIA BOOK, IT WAS
ACTUALLY GIVEN BY GOD'S HOSTS. GO AND READ HOW HEAVEN WORKS AND WHAT
YOUR ETERNAL JOURNEY IS TO BE, SHOULD YOU CHOOSE TO CONTINUE IT. And it is a
choice.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 2/19/2011 at 11:23 PM
dereistic
Mr. Bad Example
User ID: 846424
United States
2/21/2011 11:22 AM

Obviously religon is a hinderance to the evolution of society.
Anything that subsitutes logic for faith is not good for humanity.
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It can be good for people, but it should stay at a personal level and not extend to our government
and laws.
Last Edited by dereistic on 2/21/2011 11:22 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 687593
Sweden
2/21/2011 11:30 AM
Quoting: dereistic

Why does the government promote the evolution theory?
dereistic
Mr. Bad Example
User ID: 846424
United States
2/21/2011 11:32 AM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 687593

im not talking about evolution as "apes" into humans.
i'm talknig about evolution where humans become more intelligent. religion is completely against
intelligence.
Salaama
User ID: 1266392
United States
2/21/2011 11:40 AM

Every single one has taught that God in Within YOU, and still you go giving your efforts over to
others.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Man is one who houses an aspect of God within him. In the Quran God says He has breathed His
spirit into man.
"When thy Lord said unto the angels: lo! I am about to create a mortal out of mire, And when I
have fashioned him and breathed into him of My Spirit, then fall down before him prostrate."
(Qur'an. Ch 38- vrs 71&72)
This verse provides essential insights into man's position and nature in this universe. Firstly it says
that man is made of a dual nature. He is part earth and part divine spirit. Of the portion that is
earth, the Quran calls it a stinking clay. There are two opposing forces within man, one which is
totally animal, material, carnal (clay) and the other is the purest essence - the spirit of God.
Salaama
User ID: 1266392
United States
2/21/2011 11:51 AM

Oh great, an American muslim enters the fray.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 687593

dereistic
Mr. Bad Example
User ID: 846424
United States
2/21/2011 11:52 AM

...In the Quran God says...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1047766

About 1.5 billion people...
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Salaama
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1266392
United States
2/21/2011 11:54 AM

...In the Quran God says...
Quoting: Salaama
Who CARES what the Quran says?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1047766

I care, along with 1.7 billion others.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 687593
Sweden
2/21/2011 12:28 PM
If you take the Clintons and other horrible goons like that, what religion do they represent do you
think?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwTCC0G_k-A&feature=player_embedded
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1153822
United States
2/21/2011 12:30 PM
Followers of God/Jesus are intolerant of followers of Mohammed. And Followers of Mohammed
are intolerant of followers of God/Jesus.. Maybe you two groups should get together and have a
party..
And do not say you arent Intolerant.. Because From both groups if you do not beleive you are
going to a very bad place.
I AM NOT YOU
User ID: 1165228
United States
2/21/2011 12:39 PM
It is amazing how easy a thread can be derailed just because of ant-Muslim rhetoric.
IMO, it appears that those whom bash a persons faith are uneducated in the teachings of that
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faith.
Back to the OP's point. It is not the established religion systems per se that I see as the problem,
but always a few radical within them.
The people who scream the most on here that they are devoutly religious seem to be the ones
with the largest amount of hatred in their hearts.
One should keep one eye on God, and your other eye on your heart more than looking at others to
judge them.
People need to follow two simple commandments: "Love the Lord your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your strength and with all your mind" and "Love your neighbor as
yourself."
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1047766
United States
2/21/2011 12:41 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1153822

BINGO. How many people have been killed in the name of either "religion" in the "name of god".
What a bunch of crap.
I'd bet we could get along just fine without either.
Last of the Maccabees
http://www.tribulation-now.org
User ID: 1260795
United States
2/21/2011 2:24 PM

Quoting: Last of the Maccabees

From your siggie, I AM NOT YOU
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1272694
Germany
2/21/2011 2:25 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 687593
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For credibility. Anything else seems purely absurd, at least once the sponge between your ears
starts to awaken for the first time.
I AM NOT YOU
User ID: 1165228
United States
2/21/2011 2:27 PM
Quoting: Last of the Maccabees

From your siggie, I AM NOT YOU

Yes? and your point?
dereistic
Mr. Bad Example
User ID: 846424
United States
2/21/2011 2:31 PM

Quoting: Last of the Maccabees

you seem like a really good person
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1153822
United States
2/21/2011 2:35 PM
Quoting: Last of the Maccabees

I really think its funny that you said this.. there is only one god? Really.. how sure are you.. every
religion has a god.. how do you know there is not diff gods? Just because your book said there is
only one god. There book says there is only one god! So whos book is right? yours just because
you are here to defend it or theres? How do you know that there god isnt your god as well?
See you just proved my point.. you are intoleraint.
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redsavage
User ID: 1255438
Canada
2/21/2011 2:36 PM

This is the way of no way
the universe dictates
Salaama
User ID: 1266392
United States
2/21/2011 2:41 PM

Quoting: Last of the Maccabees

A notice of my own to all Liberals, (re)tards, lightworkers, whoever: I may not like you but I will try
to. Even if I don't like you, I will love you for the sake of God and for peace. I may not agree with
you, but I will try my best to respect your opinion.
I am here for one reason.....truth.
That's what this thread is all about...the truth....and not how do you form your opinion of what the
truth is.
Some people understand the truth can be found without any organized religion whatsoever. I
believe God gives us religions for those of us who are weak and can't seem to find the truth
without structure of some sort. It's really not a reason to belittle each other. If you subject yourself
to any one of the organized religions, instead of feeling superior to others perhaps it would be
better for you if you have some humility and realize you are just as weak and in need of spiritual
structure as the person you are attacking.

I AM NOT YOU
User ID: 1165228
United States
2/21/2011 2:51 PM
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A person does not need to like a person to love them.
To love someone is to want the best for them. I want the best for each and every one of you...but
that does mean that I will like you.
So called "light workers" are no different that any of the other religious elitist. They think and claim
that their "vibrations" are higher than others...and they know this how? Are they God? Can they
look into the heart of men? I do not think so.
Regarding God...To quote Shakespeare: "What's in a name? that which we call a rose, by any
other name would smell as sweet". I really do not care what you call God. God is God, no matter
what name or names you assign to God.
IMO, no two people comprehend God in the same EXACT way. I believe that it is better to build a
personal relationship with God and not allow anyone else to join YOUR faith ;)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1270129
Canada
2/21/2011 3:57 PM
I would like those who are more aware post what religion could be doing and where it is
failing. I have enough of that already all over this place and I will move it here.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi Candace,
What could organized religions be doing? The most important thing to do would be their leaders
coming out and telling the truth. Confessing that their "holy books" have been censored, falsities
have been inserted and explaning that some teachings are the complete opposite of what their
"founders", meaning the avatars, had taught while here on Urantia. The next step would be to
clarify to all their followers that religion is a personal matter between man/woman and his/her
Creator, with zero need for a middle man, a.k.a organized religion. After this, these organizations
can disband.
Where are they failing? Hmmm...well, other than being massively successful in brainwashing
billions of people over thousands of years, I would have to say they have failed their followers in
many ways. The lies and the hypocrisy are their two biggest failures.
That being said, there are countless wonderful examples of those who have been inspired by
these religions affecting positive changes in this world, through their local
churches/mosques/temples, etc. or on their own. Religions have also provided humanity with sets
of morals and principles that have benefitted us.
In the end though, organized religions cannot take credit for the good in the world, as there are
many non-believers/atheists who contribute positively to it.
I realize this is extreme for most, but it truly is what I believe needs to be done. That, and
announcements from you and your team will do nicely.
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With love,
C.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1217522
New Zealand
2/21/2011 4:08 PM
Quoting: Last of the Maccabees

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1260795
United States
2/21/2011 4:42 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1217522

I was quoting someone else my friend. Look back at the thread.
Salaama
User ID: 1266392
United States
2/22/2011 9:40 AM

Where did you go OP?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 1273689
United States
2/22/2011 9:49 AM
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Obviously religon is a hinderance to the evolution of society.
Anything that subsitutes logic for faith is not good for humanity.
It can be good for people, but it should stay at a personal level and not extend to our government
and laws.
Quoting: dereistic

Why does the government promote the evolution theory?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 687593

im not talking about evolution as "apes" into humans.
i'm talknig about evolution where humans become more intelligent. religion is completely
against intelligence.
Quoting: dereistic

thankyou, well said! apes didi not in fact evolve into humans, they branched off at a much earlier
time and have stayed apes., in terms of the actual evolution of these bodies on this planet.
However that planet has also been colonized with other folks using this form from other planets.
But evolution is of MIIND. And it's not going any too well here on planet earth. It is mind that is not
spiritual yet that is forced into these religions by those who evangel for them.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 2/22/2011 9:50 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 1273744
United States
2/22/2011 10:16 AM
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Every single one has taught that God in Within YOU, and still you go giving your efforts over to
others.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Man is one who houses an aspect of God within him. In the Quran God says He has breathed His
spirit into man.
"When thy Lord said unto the angels: lo! I am about to create a mortal out of mire, And when I
have fashioned him and breathed into him of My Spirit, then fall down before him prostrate."
(Qur'an. Ch 38- vrs 71&72)
This verse provides essential insights into man's position and nature in this universe. Firstly it says
that man is made of a dual nature. He is part earth and part divine spirit. Of the portion that is
earth, the Quran calls it a stinking clay. There are two opposing forces within man, one which is
totally animal, material, carnal (clay) and the other is the purest essence - the spirit of God.
Quoting: Salaama

thankyou! Islam knows MORE than does Christianity. This is very true. And sadly we also have
man on this earth which is downgraded to mostly clay, having little spirit. These were placed by
the anunnaki.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1029269
United States
2/22/2011 10:46 AM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Salaama
User ID: 1266392
United States
2/22/2011 5:34 PM
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you!
Truth is wherever you find it, if you are looking for it. There are many sources of the truth given to
humanity. Seekers are those who are always trying to learn and are open-minded. No information
can enter a closed mind.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 892711
United States
2/22/2011 7:32 PM

well this one was in this thread. Don't want all that work to go to waste. He /she has pretty well
described what goes on in the United States at least in the Christian churches. No all of them mind
you, but particularly the fundamentalist evangelical ones. Baptists are getting pretty much that way
too. And lots of the mainstream ones are taking notice too.
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Well..according to the NEW AGE ILLUMINATI SPONSORED MEGA CHURCHES AND THE CC
MOVEMENT...all you have to do is...
follow these simple steps...
1)First ya have to say a sinners prayer.
2)Then you have to go to church three times a week(At least)..each time giving ten percent of
whats in your wallet to the fat dude up the front who drives luxury cars and lives in a mansion.
3)Then you have to learn to hate everyone else thats NOT a fundie seeing them as doomed and
not worth your trouble to love or help or feed..as ALL your time and money gets dedicated to the
fat greedy pastor up the front..
4)After a while you have to learn to HATE all other fundies or denominations with a PASSION and
see THEM as wrong and DOOMED as well..if they so much as disagree with your denominations
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view on what day to worship..or what to eat..or the rapture debate..or even if adam had a belly
button. (Ive seen churches coime apart over this..seriously)
5)You also must LOOK like the world...dress like the world..act like the world...set your church up
to look like a rock concert hall..and fornicate and divorce and sleep around with all the women in
the church..all the while condemning others of the world who do this. In short..you have to be as
CLOSE as possible to what the world IS..but EXCUSE all your "Sins" with the "Im not perfect..just
forgiven CRAP"
After doing all of this..THEN..you just might..according to THEM..be worthy of heaven.
THEN...if you do what THEY do (FORGET what they SAY..if you DO what THEY do)..you will feel
offended by simple truths like this....
I remember reading in there somewhere where Jesus was having trouble with the puffed up
pharisee fucks..who JUST like todays modern so called "Christians"..were giving him a hard time
over bullshit..and he said to them..something like..
The drunkards and the prostitutes and the tax men swindlers will get into the kingdom before you.
From what I can ascertain from it..its the ORDINARY "Sinners" who Jesus was referring to who
would be more WORTHY of the kingdom then the pharisitical religious ones of the day.
I suppose its because its better to be an HONEST sinner than a DISHONEST lying saint in the
end.
And he said something about not being decieved by smooth words and teachings that sound all
comfy cozy..that those who preach easy listening doctrines were decievers.
Well..I could not think of a more evil and insidious doctrine than the pre trib rap get out of trouble
FREE doctrine..that and the PROSPERITY "BLESS ME" Doctrine...and its OH so COMFY
COSY..promising them a getaway from hurting their little pinkies. Jesus also made it clear that you
have to ENDURE to the end..how heck is getting a free ride to heaven while everyone else
BURNS....ENDURING??
DOES NOT MAKE SENSE.

I just get SICK to DEATH of the same LIES...YEAR AFTER YEAR...the same pack of easy
listening LIES LIES LIES..and their ATTITUTE to everyone else..INCLUDING their own
"BROTHERS" who dont believe the NEW AGE illumunati LIES they have been PROGRAMMED
with ..the way they treat others with is just PATHETIC.
Its no WONDER people want to vomit at ALL christians these days..JUST because of the
FEW..the PRE TRIB RAP AND PROSPERITY drones..giving the REAL christians..the ones who
DO have LOVE and COMPASSION and HUMILITY and MOST of all.. COURAGE..a rotten name.
AS a result..VERY few want to have anything to DO with it..including ME...cause it makes me
SICK.
GoD will save according to whats on the heart..ACCORDING to the bible..JESUS own
words..yep..he SAID it...
Something about sheep and goats...one lot GAVE a toss about others...and another lot DID NOT..
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It said NOTHING about "Did you say a prayer and accept Jesus into you heart"..THAT rubbish aint
even IN the Bible..id LOVE to know where they got the "Sinners prayer" GARBAGE from..cause it
just aint IN there.
NO..from what JESUS himself actually SAID...its sheep..or its GOATS..right?..and WHAT was the
DIFFERENCE between these sheep and goats??
ON the surface..NO difference..BOTH lots claimed "Salvation"..BOTH KNEW Jesus....or claimed
to..and BOTH used his name..and did miracles..and this and that IN Jesus name..
BOTH were "CHRISTIANS"..its CLEAR as a bell..BOTH were CLEARLY CHRISTIANS..so WHY
were ONE lot sheep..and the OTHER lot GOATS?????
BECAUSE..ONE lot was UNSELFISH..CARING..VISITED POOR DUDES IN PRISON..CLOTHED
THE NAKED...GAVE TO THE POOR AND NEEDY..AND ASKED NOTHING IN RETURN..they
were HUMBLE..and POLITE and full of LOVE.
The GOATS..SAID all the "RIGHT" words...they SPOKE the LINGO..but they just DID NOT GIVE
a FLYING @&^$ about ANYONE but themselves. They spent their time debating and arguing and
BEING WRONG..YEAR AFTER YEAR..and they did NOT feed anyone..or do any GOOD for
anyone..they just DID NOT CARE about ANYone but THEMSELVES...
And if these goats DID do something..cause they all said something like "But Lord..we did many
miracles in your name..and cast out demons and stuff..AD NAUSEUM.."They did it FOR SELFISH
GAIN..to be NOTICED....or to make LOTS OF MONEY from MOVIES and BOOKS and NEW AGE
GARBAGE like the "LEFT BEHIND" series which made MILLIONS..while the poor and the needy
STARVED AND DIED!..they have ZERO Love..ZERO humility..and STUFF ALL COURAGE...they
IGNORE the POOR..live in multi million dollar MANSIONS.
While SO many are STARVING..NEW AGE WOLVES like COPELAND and HINN and
DUPLANTIS and that DOLLAR viper..live like KINGS on the MONEY they BILKED AND CONNED
out of the "NEW AGE SHEEP....who followed so BLINDLY that lakeland CRAP which was the
EPITOME of UTTER HIPOCRISY...
What does Jesus say to these NEW AGE "BELIEVERS" EH???
DEPART from me ye WORKERS of utter GARBAGE AND LIES....cause I NEVER KNEW YOU...
Gonna be a REAL shock to these VIPERS aint it????
Jesus said something about VOMITING these greedy self serving creatures out of his mouth.
Week after week you turn up..hand over all your money for new seats and screens and better air
con..while the poor and the hungry just down the road STARVE!!!
While the fat assed pastor..fat gutted and lazy..preaches about FASTING??...and MORE
money..and MORE money..for the never ending BUILDING program that all churches seem to
have.
STUFF the poor..WHO CARES about the needy..and TOUGH LUCK for the people of the
world..cause they are all gonna BURN right??
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ALL YOU have to do is keep turning up with wallet OPEN..and BRAIN disengaged..to feed the
never ending circle of NEW AGE EASY LISTENING FLESH PLEASING GARBAGE..GIVE to
get...get PISSED on the holy spirit..ALWAYS about FEELING GOOD..SELF SELF SELF..always
thinking of your SELF!!!
YOU lot ONLY care about what YOU can get..you dont give a flying *#$% about the hurting,,the
needy...the downtrodden..you FLY IN THE FACE OF EVERYTHING JESUS EVER TAUGHT!!!
IN the name of MONEY!!!
MONEY and FEELINGS is your GOD!!!!
"BUt but..we give money to the poor"....you might say..
WHAT OF IT??
YOU DO it ONLY to win a few more BROWNIE POINTS...you DONT do it cause you really
CARE!!!!..you do it ONLY so you have a better chance of being raptured..or getting some
reward..or feeling better..or being blessed more..
YOU DONT CARE!!!...and when you DO..its all a NEW AGE FEEL GOOD "BLESS ME BLESS
ME" SHOW!!
You have turned the TRUTH into a way to FEEL GOOD..ESCAPE DOOM..and MAKE
MONEY..and GET BLESSED!!!
YOU DONT KNOW ANYTHING EXCEPT what you WANT to hear..and you KNOW ONLY WHAT
YOU HEARD!!
YOU WILL ignore everything I am saying now FOR THIS REASON!!
You will READ this...and say "THATS NOT ME..I DONT DO THAT!!
Well...every time you walk into a church and open your wallet up..
YOU DO!!

YOU FEED THE MACHINE..the money making machine..IDOLATRY!!!!
WHEN will your new age easy rod zero suffering fat lazy so called christians realise its NOT A
GAME!!!
ITS NOT a "BLESS ME FEEL GOOD CLUB"
But thats how its TREATED.
I went to these churches,,all over the world..for the last 40 years..ive seen em all slide into
HELL..thinking they are OH so HOLY..and going to heaven.
WHAT JOKE its become...
And you will EXCUSE this with..
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"WE ARE NOT PERFECT..JUST FORGIVEN"
WHAT a lot of GARBAGE,,a SELF justifying concience excusing load of UTTER CRAP!!

THEN....if you keep following along the same lines as the modern christian..the following rant will
APPLY TO YOU TOO..wont that be great??...(Ill actually use SCRIPTURE to back this up..the
words of JESUS HIMSELF...which MOST of them TOTALLY DISREGARD..cause they like to do
their OWN thing WAY too much...
MATTHEW 23
13 But woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, HYPOCRITES! for ye shut up the kingdom of heaven
against men: for ye neither go in yourselves, neither suffer ye them that are entering to go in.
Yeah..you lot LOVE to preach a whole lot of HIPOCRITICAL CONDEMING SOUL TEARING
MIND NUMBING CRAP which turns people AWAY from the TRUE way...with smooth deceptive
words and well worded sermons designed to feed your WALLETS..and make MILLIONS from your
LIES of TWISTED SCRIPYURE(The left behind movies and books)....but tell me this you evil
stains on the name of jesus...
WHY wont You do what he SAYS..YOU wont enter in YOURSELVES..and by your UTTERLY
ABOMINABLE BEHAVIOUR AND EXAMPLE...no one ELSE wants to either because they LOOK
at YOU pathetic easy living cowardly liars and think..RIGHTLY SO..that CHRISTIANS are
NOTHING BUT A PACK OF ARGUING SELF CENTERED GREEDY ADULTEROUS LYING
HYPOCRITES

14 Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, HYPOCRITES! for ye devour widows' houses, and for a
pretence make long prayer: therefore ye shall receive the greater damnation.
Yeah..ya just LOVE the OH SO HOLY prayers..babbling away in tongues and blaspheming the
holy spirit with your UTTER ABOMINATIONS(Getting PISSED on the holy spirit)..THIS according
to YOUR BIBLE is what you do..USING something HOLY to make MONEY..is BLASHEMY..and
using the holy spirit to promote your MONEY MAKING LIES is BLASPHEMY agist the HOLY
SPIRIT...ACCORDING to your OWN BIBLE...you DO feed on widows houses..you rake in
offerings year after year..from old widows who are too weak to resist the SNARES you
set..SHAME on you you pathetic LIFE destroying VIPERS!!
But wait,,,there is MORE.....
15 Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, HYPOCRITES! for ye compass sea and land to make
one proselyte, and when he is made, ye make him twofold more the child of hell than yourselves.
Yeah..ya do this too..seeking ever more victims...who start out as ordinary people...you prey on
their fear..their terror..with stories of DOOM and HELLFIRE..you convert them..and then turn
THEM TOO..into the SAME brand of UTTER HIPOCRITES AS YOU!!!
23 Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, HYPOCRITES! for ye pay tithe of mint and anise and
cummin, and have omitted the weightier matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and faith: these
ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other undone.
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Yeah,,ya LOVE to rake ya tithes in dont ya??..you ONLY pay it to get BLESSED..its all based on
GREED and SELFISHNESS.IF you really GAVE a toss about anyone but yourselves..you would
GIVE that money to the POOR and the HUNGRY..BUT NO..ya give it to these SWINDLERS to put
new STAGES and SCREENS in their churches..to buy in the latest christian ROCK BAND..so you
can ACT just like the WORLD you always CONDEMN....

BUT the list of your SHAME goes ON..(I could write a BOOK on your long trail of HIPOCRISY..)
25 Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, HYPOCRITES! for ye make clean the outside of the cup
and of the platter, but within they are full of extortion and excess.
Yeah..ya LOVE to turn up to church..all spiffy looking..all smiles...but within its all pure HELL..as
you battle with the FACADE..hoping the REAL human you are deep inside does not SHOW..as
you battle with LUST and ANGER..and HATE..and all the while jealousy and envy grows..and
greed..and slander....while church after church falls apart as minister after minister is caught YET
again with their cock frimly planted in the vagina of a woman who is NOT
THEIRS...HINN..SWAGGART..all of em..BENTLY..what a total FARCE you vipers are...and you
know what????ONE common DENOMINATOR among all of these CHARLATANS???.....MONEY
MONEY GREED AND MORE MONEY..and ADULTERY
BUT the list goes ON.....
27 Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, HYPOCRITES! for ye are like unto whited sepulchres,
which indeed appear beautiful outward, but are within full of dead men's bones, and of all
uncleanness.
Ya look all clean..but inside you are DIRTY LUSTFUL COWARDLY SELFISH VIPERS.
And THIS according to YOUR BIBLE..is WHAT Jesus is gonna DO to LIARS LIKE YOU....
51 And shall cut him asunder, and appoint him his portion with the HYPOCRITES: there shall be
weeping and gnashing of teeth.
HOpe ya got a good dental plan and LOTS of sunblock handy....
8 But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and
sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the LAKE which burneth with fire and
brimstone: which is the second death.
Let me break this down a bit for ya so you heartless vipers can FINALLY understand it eh??

8 But the fearful,
(YEP..thats you NEW AGE CHRISTIAN RAPTURE TARDS..always AFRAID and wanting to get
OUTTA here while everyone else BURNS
and unbelieving,
(Yep..thats you lot TOO..cause if you actually BELIEVED the bible like you SAY you do..ya would
NOT be such a bunch of loveless lying hipocritical LIARS)
and the abominable,
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(Yes..thats you lot too..your behaviour towards your brothers and the rest of the world is just
ABOMINABLE!...an ABOMINATION!!
and murderers,
(HOW many widows have died in their homes..MURDERED by their lack of funds for more
medicine because YOU fucks conned them out of their money??..or told sick people to STOP
taking their medicine because if they did nOT they lacked FATH and God would not heal
them..PURE rubbish and LIES..you are WORSE than JWS refusing blood to the dying)
and whoremongers,
(Yep..how many of you secretly sleep around..or lust after women or men in your heart?..whoreing
after flesh or money..or gain..THIS is what it means..a deep endless lusting to GRATIFY
yourselves)
and sorcerers,
(AHH yes..the MAIN one that the pastors of these illuminati NEW AGE CON artists
love..sorcery..beguiling with words..using the "Anointing" like a drug..when its ALL just a
manufactured atmosphere brought about to BEWITCH and SWINDLE..and THIS is what it means)
and idolaters,
(Idolatry..the modern churches FAVOURITE passtime..they worship WORSHIP..and
FEELINGS..and PEOPLE..and MONEY..and BOOKS..and MOVIES..seems they idolise
ANYTHING..but GOD..what a bunchh of UTTER AND TOTAL LIARS)
and all liars,shall have their part in the LAKE which burneth with fire and brimstone: which is the
second death.
SELF explainatory is it NOT?)
8 Nay, ye do wrong, and defraud, and that your brethren.
9 Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither
fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor EFFEMINATE, nor abusers of themselves with
mankind,
10 Nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall inherit the
kingdom of God.
Need I say more???
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 892711
United States
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2/22/2011 7:37 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1270129

Actually if their ministers would do as you suggest, which is good, they would not need to disband.
Instead they could study all the books, and new documentaries, and other material on the web
about how the banks operate, and alll that related stuff, about the pollution, about God now and
then in a proper way, and then come together and create some real missions! I don't want them to
go away. I want them to GROW into groups who collect as in two or more in my name, and
accomplish something for this world. Become truly knowledgeable and each pick on appropriate
areas where they can truly serve. I would thus like them to give up some of those huge buildings
they maintain, or divide them into parts that can serve. Those "sanctuaries" could be used more
than on Sunday somehow. We will fund such churches after the changes, if they will turn to
actually working for god.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 892711
United States
2/22/2011 7:49 PM

Followers of God/Jesus are intolerant of followers of Mohammed. And Followers of Mohammed
are intolerant of followers of God/Jesus.. Maybe you two groups should get together and have a
party..
And do not say you arent Intolerant.. Because From both groups if you do not beleive you are
going to a very bad place.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1153822

Thankyou, for in the minds of some of these followers, this is indeed so. They are used to battle
each other, and members often cannot discern this, the other guy is always the infidel. Now I have
met great people who are in religion and have good minds and are trying to heal within the
religion. And it seems mostly unsuccessfully it would seem.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
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User ID: 892711
United States
2/22/2011 7:57 PM

This thread just got a lot shorter. I banned two indiviudual from posting and in a couple cases,
removed posts of people that have responded well, just to get the ignorant or hateful postings of
the thread, when the quote feature was used. I will NOT accept "Christian" post against Muslims in
this thread. All are brothers and Sisters, All are children of God. I seek for understanding of what
has happened with religion that is in part going to cause Mama Gaia, who has her own mind, to
cleanse this planet.
I am not anti christian, or anti muslim or anti buddist etc. I am anti the deliberate creation of
organizations that are used to cause separation and used to create cannon fodder for war. Right
now, I cannot speak for Islman, because I do not live in these countries, but in MY country,
Christians are used to promote hate against Islam, so that the Zionists can steal the resources of
others, and also to confiscate the religious relics still not yet confiscated, to they can create their
new world religion and erase the evidence of the teachings of all the great avatars who have come
to earth.
One credit I give to Islam and the Quran, is that it teaches that God sends avatars to different
peoples depending on the needs of the times, and this is VERY TRUE. Thus they accept the
avatars that god has sent to other civilizations on this planet. Christians, particularly those groups
influenced since the late 1800's cannot accept this concept. Yet it is so.
Mohammed came to the arab people. Jesus came to Palestine and went on to teach in the black
and caspien sea areas. Confusious came for the orientals. Krishna came to India etc. There was
ones that came in the same time frame to the America's, which were fully populated also. And so it
goes.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 892711
United States
2/22/2011 8:05 PM

Now in these coming times, these great avatars will once again walk this plane, to clean up the
mess that has been created in their names. To properly educate their followers again in the ways
of God. To those who bash Mohammed, I have personally met him and he is a marvelous kind
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and gentle soul. His mission was corrupted like all them were. One huge purpose he had was to
give equal rights to women. That did fail it seems, generally speaking. And it did in christianity too,
Paul really screwed that up. I was glad when the roman church which I attended for a time, gave
up on making women cover their heads in church. Granted by the time I was going, covering
meant a little lace doilie pinned to the top of the head. But I was not accepted into the church
unless I had a lace dollie on my head!
The human body in both sexes is holy. And he is greatly saddened at this time, because of the
covering up of women still that is growing worse in some areas.
This world is not ready for naked people at the beach, but believe it or not, some day it will be,
when people have reached control of themselves.
We will always wear clothing at work and the like. They do on all worlds, but nobody is offended by
the body during bathing and swimmming. Nor does anyone take liberty with other naked
individuals regardless of sex. They have evolved themselves beyond that.
Many in Islam, or so I ma told, the women must cover up to stop the eyes of men upon them. I
don't know how true this is. There are times in my life where wearing the clothing of a nun could be
liberating in fact. Mostly I dress in sweats in the winter, and shorts in the summer with t shirts
these days, unless I wish to "look nicer" for some reason. My little cartoon of myself is pretty
correct.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 892711
United States
2/22/2011 8:11 PM

Every single one has taught that God in Within YOU, and still you go giving your efforts over to
others.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Man is one who houses an aspect of God within him. In the Quran God says He has breathed His
spirit into man.
"When thy Lord said unto the angels: lo! I am about to create a mortal out of mire, And when I
have fashioned him and breathed into him of My Spirit, then fall down before him prostrate."
(Qur'an. Ch 38- vrs 71&72)
This verse provides essential insights into man's position and nature in this universe. Firstly it says
that man is made of a dual nature. He is part earth and part divine spirit. Of the portion that is
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earth, the Quran calls it a stinking clay. There are two opposing forces within man, one which is
totally animal, material, carnal (clay) and the other is the purest essence - the spirit of God.
Quoting: Salaama

Salaama, if you would like to continue contributing that which is good and correct with Islamic
teachings, you are more than welcome here. I have no problems with the religion, as much as I do
with the way it has become organizated as a tool. As I said above, regards churches, and that
would also apply to Mosques etc,. I would love to see congregations, by whatever name, have the
clerics education their congregations and all participate in really helping this world. I only removed
some posts to get rid of the quoted material that was negative in the quotes. I sent you a note on
that.
After the earth changes, my organization which is partnered with Christ MIchael of Nebadon, Esu
and likely all the returning avatars, we will provide help and funding to all sorts of projects to
rebuild this world into a truly progressive GOD KNOWING civilization. There will be 50 to 100
regions around the world fully staffed with those who can oversee what needs to be done in all
areas. Technology, building, science, health, etc. etc. etc. And knowing about GOD. As people
become ready spiritually we will start up what used to be called mystery schools to teach such
things as levitation and the like use of mind.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 892711
United States
2/22/2011 8:15 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 687593

NONE. There is no God within them. They will appear to practice in Christianity mostly in this
country, so as to appear to be of God. Many of them have been observed practicing satanic rituals
at their special place in California, for example, by I think it was tards.
Many of the Catholic cathedrals and Mormon, and other cathedrals in this country have
basements and cellar areas connected by tunnels where satanic rituals are practiced. And out in
the woods too.
Thanks for the video, I will post it to my website.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 2/22/2011 8:22 PM
Salaama
User ID: 1266392
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United States
2/22/2011 9:43 PM

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Yes I got your message and thanks for welcoming me! I understand if you want to clean up your
thread but as for me I am not offended by anything because I like to discuss any and all ideas
about THE CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE. Some people are just such young souls, the poor
dears don't have much depth and all they know is anger and hate, a very low vibrational emotion.
Ah well, we all progress at our own pace!
I am here to represent what I have learned so far. Islam is NOT an organized religion. There is no
priesthood. Each community may or may not have leaders who are not appointed as such but
simply out of respect for their dedication to gaining knowledge. In Islam it is your duty, a
commandment, to gain knowledge, to question the religion, and to apply logic and reasoning to
anything you learn. A leader can only lead the people in prayer. They have no power, they cannot
force anyone to do anything. It is customary for the person with the most knowledge in the room to
lead the prayer. Women can lead the prayer for women. Again it would be the most learned
woman present. You can ask a leader/scholar for advice if they are more knowledgeable than you
but you don't have to follow any advice given. You can ask as many scholars as you like in order
to gather a good amount of information for making your decisions. Or you can ask no one and rely
on your own common sense.
Salaama
User ID: 1266392
United States
2/22/2011 10:06 PM

To those who bash Mohammed, I have personally met him and he is a marvelous kind and gentle
soul. His mission was corrupted like all them were. One huge purpose he had was to give equal
rights to women. That did fail it seems, generally speaking. And it did in christianity too, Paul
really screwed that up. I was glad when the roman church which I attended for a time, gave up on
making women cover their heads in church. Granted by the time I was going, covering meant a
little lace doilie pinned to the top of the head. But I was not accepted into the church unless I had a
lace dollie on my head!
The human body in both sexes is holy. And he is greatly saddened at this time, because of the
covering up of women still that is growing worse in some areas.
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Many in Islam, or so I ma told, the women must cover up to stop the eyes of men upon them. I
don't know how true this is. There are times in my life where wearing the clothing of a nun could be
liberating in fact. Mostly I dress in sweats in the winter, and shorts in the summer with t shirts
these days, unless I wish to "look nicer" for some reason. My little cartoon of myself is pretty
correct.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Islam is all about equal rights for women. That's why the vast majority of new converts worldwide
is women.
The main reason for covering (mainly it's the hair) is so women can have the freedom of being
seen as an intelligent human being, and not merely a sex object to be used and discarded. Men
are very prone to visual stimulation and get distracted by the beauty of women. That doesn't give
them the right to a lack of self-control, it just means they have a hard time concentrating LOL.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1163169
Canada
2/22/2011 10:12 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1153822

I couldn't resist this. A little comedy sometimes lightens things up. Well, I have to laugh, but 1.7
billion likely won't. lol.
[link to www.youtube.com]
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uX-Aldx-LM0&feature=player_embedded
Babsi
User ID: 1271755
Egypt
2/22/2011 10:16 PM
Obviously religon is a hinderance to the evolution of society.
Anything that subsitutes logic for faith is not good for humanity.
It can be good for people, but it should stay at a personal level and not extend to our government
and laws.
Quoting: dereistic

WOW - I must say this is probably one of the best statements I read in a long time.
I too believe that religion or faith is something private and religion should stay out of politics and
laws. I would like to see a world where truly everybody is free to practice and believe what they
want and not be forced upon you by a country or society.
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Also your personal believes should never lead to actions that cause harm to others or society.
Tolerance and respect is essential and sadly is hard to find these days.
And your statement about logic is correct, we were given a brain for a reason (by our Creator, God
or whatever one wants to call it), so we should use it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1215673
United States
2/22/2011 10:39 PM
if god or our creator gives us free will, why should we not be able to choose our own path of
enlightenment whether that be through "organized religion" or personal spiritual discovery. To
each his own and many will misinterpret his/her mission regardless of their path. Many people
benefit from "organized religion" with a tight knit community working for their own betterment as
human beings. Many people benefit from individual seeking on their own terms. Whose to say one
is better than the other, it all depends on the individual and what works for them. I know the
historical and modern day abuses of "organized religion" but many secular institutions, especially
in modern society have created quite a mess of their own. Why bash such a broad based
institution as organized religion simply because it doesnt fit in with your own worldview. One of the
greatest reasons for the colonization of our country was to give people choice in their own
practices of religion. Would you recommend removing this free choice of association? If you don't
like catholicism don't practice it. Furthermore the whole separation of church and state thing has
taken on a revisionists history approach whereby we seek to exclude anything related to religion in
our policies and laws.
The "Separation of Church and State" metaphor blurs the distinction between a doctrinal religion
and a denominational religion. This places the doctrinal religion we have embraced in the same
basket as an organized denominational religion with potential to merge with the state. The
documentary evidence of the doctrinal Christian religion origin of this nation is voluminous. The
Supreme Court thoroughly studied this issue, and in 1892 gave what is known as the Trinity
Decision. In that decision the Supreme Court declared, "this is a Christian nation." John Quincy
Adams said, "The highest glory of the American Revolution was, it connected in one indissoluble
bond, the principles of civil government with the principles of Christianity." The founders were
definitely Christian for the most part. At least 90 to 95 percentage of them were practicing,
Trinitarian Christians. This and the additional supporting evidence below show conclusively that
the concern that motivated the framers to include the establishment clause in the constitution was
definitely not fear of the doctrinal religion of Christian Theism. It was understood that Christian
Theism was the default state doctrinal religion. As opposed to being something to fear, it was
something believed to be vital to the success of our government. Consequently, the framers
feared a state denominational religion not a state doctrinal religion! Some additional evidences
that indicate Christian Theism was the national doctrinal religion are listed below:
# Emblazoned over the Speaker of the House in the US Capitol are the words "In God We Trust."
# The Supreme Court building built in the 1930's has carvings of Moses and the Ten
Commandments.
# God is mentioned in stone all over Washington D.C., on its monuments and buildings.
# As a nation, we have celebrated Christmas to commemorate the Savior's birth for centuries.
# Oaths in courtrooms have invoked God from the beginning.
# The founding fathers often quoted the Bible in their writings.
# Every president that has given an inaugural address has mentioned God in that speech.
# Prayers have been said at the swearing in of each president.
# Each president was sworn in on the Bible, saying the words, "So help me God."
# Our national anthem mentions God.
# The liberty bell has a Bible verse engraved on it.
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# The original constitution of all 50 states mentions God.
# Chaplains have been in the public payroll from the very beginning.
# Our nations birth certificate, the Declaration of Independence, mentions God four times.
#The capitol rotunda used to hold church services every sunday in the early 1800's
# The Bible was used as a textbook in the schools.
TXGal4Truth
User ID: 1013398
United States
2/22/2011 10:46 PM

beyonder
User ID: 1261761
United States
2/22/2011 10:50 PM

The world would be better off without science, nukes would have never been brought to the world
See?
TXGal4Truth
User ID: 1013398
United States
2/22/2011 10:50 PM
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Quoting: beyonder
Interesting.
ETemissary
11:11
User ID: 1212344
United States
2/22/2011 11:24 PM

why did you remove my comment, why are you censoring anything the provides another view
point?
if we cant debate on your AH forum since no one is allowed in anymore, then why cant we do it
here?
Last Edited by ETemissary on 2/22/2011 11:26 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 892711
United States
2/23/2011 12:01 AM

why did you remove my comment, why are you censoring anything the provides another view
point?
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if we cant debate on your AH forum since no one is allowed in anymore, then why cant we do it
here?
Quoting: ETemissary

I am not sure which post I may have removed but because I have long experienced here on glp
people that come in and destroy my threads on purpose and before I could do nothing about and
neither could others in their thread. I have been removed from some threads now too, and that's
ok, if the creator wants to keep it on topic in some way. My forum is for people who are 100% into
service of Esu and CM. I closed it to new members because I got a whole bunch of junk missions
statements in mid to late december, and then huge attacks started here on GLP against all of this,
so I took the hint, because I am not going to have my time wasted on my own forum being a police
officer, which I would be reduced to. I have better things to do and I have better things to do here
too now, that I can have a measure of control. My work is not going to be destroyed by others and
I have a RIGHT to prevent that where possible. Free speech does not extend to destruction.
We are heavily infiltrated right down to my computer, my life, the lives of my teams and I can
control at least some of the infiltration into the forums and the like and I will. but I will not have my
time taken up by constant babysitting, because you see, explanations themselves have little
power, but the delete button does. So be it.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 2/23/2011 12:23 AM
ETemissary
11:11
User ID: 1212344
United States
2/23/2011 12:35 AM

Quoting: ETemissary

ok.. fine that makes sense, np... but we are at a crossroads here:
how can you expect people to be 100% committed to your goal of "My forum is for people who are
100% into service of Esu and CM." when Esu and CM predictions have had a record of not being
100% ?
Salaama
User ID: 1266392
United States
2/23/2011 6:42 AM
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1215673

Interesting and informative, thank you!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1274296
Slovenia
2/23/2011 6:49 AM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1272694

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1355344
Greece
4/24/2011 3:02 PM

for Easter!
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